A local lutist
reaches back
to his roots
in ( ;tuna! iy
to create
his vision.

The men’s golf team
gets ready to
tee off
lot. the 1993-94 season
at today’s
Husky Invitational
tournament.
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After a half-hour visit inside IC Technokig i irrinyvale, President Clinton shakes
hands with Jenny van Biljouw who waited outside t.ur tour hours to meet him.

St
N WALETouting his plan to "reinvent
government," President
Clinton’s Friday visit to the
heart of Silicon Valley
1%1( a
a city with
St ream-lined governmein
and a job retraining program that works.
Clinton and Vice President Al Gore toured a
high-tech lighting plant
before holding a "town
meeting" with about 75
people, some of them
graduates of the job
retraining program, at the
Sunnyvale Community
Center.
"We found over and
(wet again that until we

make the commitment to
do better, we’ll never really serve you as we ought
to," Clinton said of the
federal government.
’There is a government
performance deficit and
therefore, a trust deficit.
People want ine to do
things, but they don’t
know if they trust me to
do it.
Clinton and Gore said
Sunnyvale’s NOVA job
training program and
"performance-based budgeting" were reasons why
the city was chosen as the
center piece of the
National Performance
Review and the plan to

Complaints about noise lead to
mediation by university officials
recording of the obscenities,
ulaus,‘ZsmZift,inetr
which he played for UPD ofticer

Sit

Harold Stanford, SJSU graduate student, who lives two houses away from the Phi Gamma
Delta (FIJI) fraternity house,
complains of an ongoing problem with the fraternity members
and guests.
According to Stanford, he
has had problems with the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity for
about a year.
t w
Stanford u
’ii ed
fraternity’s p.0 tit are uitteauonably loud, causing him to lose
sleep regularly:
The University Police Department confirms responding to
numerous complaints from
Stanford about the Phi Gamma
Delta house over the past sear.
The most re«iii ii tithiritit-i o
dem was thu t’t’ N%teks ago.
Stanford saii I he I no nit prob.
lents with other nearby fraternities.
Phi Gamma Delta president
Justin Hess said Stanford,
"doesn’t look to see who’s making the noise before Ile sat II’,
111s."
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tailback Nathan Durree eludtSwinton, right, and Nick Watts to call 1.:

ru urd detendJis Eitel
and a tit down

SJSU
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According to I less, Stantrad
is the mils neighhor who has a
problem is
th, 11410’111M
Near PI ii Gamma Dclia is the
TKE house, which Stanford said
does not cause hint any problems.
Iless said TKE often has loud
parties :rad that Stanford will
mistaketils tell the police that
the not,. comes from Phi
Gamma 11ilt a’s htnise.
Anodic: noise factor, said
Hess, is that ‘uan Fernando
Street is a pulite touts other fraternities use to walk to downtown clubs.
Hess said that Stanford has
erroneously at
noise
Ii ow passel s-ht to members of
Phi Gant n la I )(dia.
Stanbuu I said he filed a prlice
report during a particularly
rowdv parts several weeks ago.
s. tine of the 11,111 rutty II1c1111k*Ts
weir yelling i ubst cranes dilected
,it staid, a (I, he said. Stanford
du, liltes
ObliCellitleS as
"sr( V 111 eoilr- and directed at his

’

early in the second halt ot Saturday’s close game between SJSU
;Ind the Cardinal. Durree nished tor 101 sards. See story on pae 6
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Understanding the
’enormity of cancer’
n4’1\11741111 1 4iii It\
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Lack of night hours could
leave riders out in the cold
liv We Preston Rf:41ster
Si’."’’’ I i,ii suit Wricri
advent of a new
11
semester, parking is at a premium and student safety
might be taking a
back scat bei ause of

rims in the (T1’11111,4,
11.1, This presents .1
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Amado Ramirez. Ramirez took
the pertinent information and
filed a report about the incident
on Aug. 28.
UPD has forwarded the
report to the Santa Clara County district attorney for evaluadon.
According to Stanfurd, ach
of the conflict betwecn himself
and the fraternity is caused by
deck.
Phi Gamma Delta’s wc
n-d s:.tifl he has no problems with the noise and music;
his only problem is people gathering on the deck.
The deck, which extends
from the house to the sidewalk
and is about five feet off the
ground, is apparently a gathering spot for frawriiity members
and their guests rail int; parties.
According to san.I. use code
enforcement officials, no permit
was obtained for the deck. The
landlord of the house was contacted by the officials and given
until Aug. 23 to remove it.
The landlord failed to comply with the request and was
charged an S80 reinspection fee
and given another month to
remove ’he dui Is
The deck must he removed
by September.
!less svould like to keep the
deck, saying that it "beautifies
the neighborh,,,,,d"
Stanford and lieu’s has,. Iraq
to discuss the problems several
times.
Stanford Indieves I less is trying to make an effort to solve
the problem. but is unable to do
so.
/less said Stanford seems reasonable at the meetings, but
then turns around and makes
unreasonable complaints to the
police.
A,I I o ling to !less, after a few
meetings with Stanford and university officials. Pet nv Terry,
judicial affairs officer. told
Hrs. it, stop dealing

day and after 2 p.m. Fridays.
Nlarilvn Todd, with the
offit e of Traffic and Parking
mons said ti ’’ti’
’

Todd said, "but the budget is
keeping us 111)111 adding
diem."
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Ease access
for bicyclists

Get involved
on campus

Alternative transportation would
reduce pollution, accidents
University of California at Berkeley is
about to fine campus bicyclists $103, a
policy that students with a long cornmt. ,! across campus are not happy about.
The unhappy commuters should join the SJSU
club of angry cyclists, skateboarders and
rollerbladers. The SJSU campus transportation
crowd has been hiking across campus since 1981
when a presidential directive took effect.
The directive cuts down on lawsuits brought
on the campus by pedestrians injured in biking,
skating, or tolading accidents, according to Lt.
Bruce Lowe of SISU’s police department. There
was one instance before the directive took effect
when a pedestrian got sick of bicyclists and tied a
ripe across tys.. trees resulting in a cyclist getting
c ,ked from his bike.
In another tistance this semester, a bicyclist
refused to walk his hike across campus when SJSU
cadets approached him. The challenge resulted
in a fight and the cyclist went to jail, missing the
first day of school.
The war between pedestrians and bicyclists can
get out of hand, but SJSU’s fines $10, compared
to Berkeley’s outrageous $103 fee. The irony of
Berkeley’s fine is that it exceeds the cost of a
Huffy mountain bike from Target at $99.
With all the wars, disputes, causes and concerns around the world to be solved by prospective college graduates, it seems a bit radical that
UPD spends its time chasing students on bikes.
If the police can ride around SJSU campus
without injuring pedestrians, then students can
also learn the rules of safe riding.
Opening the main path through school, past
Central Classroom Building and Clark Library,
would alleviate the inconvenience of pedaling up
and down one way streets to get to class. The path
is wide, giving pedestrians and cyclists enough
room to co-exist. It is also more of a transition
path between the crowds of the Student Union
and the library.
Easy access for bicyclists would aid in the fight
for parking. Students could park further from
school and ride their bikes; a financial advantage
as well. Easing the restrictions on alternative transportation would promote "Beat the Back-Up
Week," Sept. 20 to the 24, sponsored by SJSU
Office of Traffic and Parking.

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum
to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested
in the university at large.
Any letter/ column for the forum page must
be turned in to the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom,
Dwight Bental Hall 209, or to the information
booth in the Student Union.
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Editor
SJSU offers many exciting opportunities for
you, both inside and outside the classroom. As
student body president, I’d like to welcome you
to these opportunities and encourage you to take
the lime to become involved.
We have over 200 student clubs and organizations that range from professional to social in
emphasis. I encourage you to visit the Student
Activities and Services office (or contact them at
929-5950) to find out about some of these.
The small amount of time it takes to join and
become an active part of these organizations will
pay off by enhancing your university experience.
If you have the time and interest, we can place
you on any of the important policy-making committees that help govern our campus. Students
are always needed for these important spots.

--
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My fantasies are virtual reality
/entertain my fantasies.
’they are reflections of
myself. They give form to
paris of my personality that have
no other means of expression.
And they entertain me.
1 have gone too far at times in
the pursuit of phantasm; I have
believed, literally, my hallucinations. This, I realize, is dangerous. This is prelude to madness.
And yet I am enriched by my
experience with the unconscious. Fear is dissipated. The
neuroses of others are apparent
and less threatening because I’ve
recognized and often defeated
them in myself.
Through my personal mythology, I am connected to the world
mythology that comprises
human cultural history.
The bottom line is: I am able
to demarcate reality more forcefully and precisely because of my
repeated testing of its limits.
Sometimes I feel that the
essence of the human entity is
absence. Light is the material of
static and lifeless physical reality.
Punctuating this substance is
spirit, %old; shifting darkness that
is aware of the light, but unaware
of itself.
Where does the light come
from? From shadow. I think that
our spiritual purpose as beings is

to bring as much of what dwells
in darkness to light as we can
to expose the nascent spirit to
the intellect.
People do this in different
ways. For the painter, the canvas
is colored with a reaction to his
subject, whether it be a dream or
a horse. In this reaction is to be
found a shard of his spirit.
For the athlete, a trancelike
state is sought in which he is not
conscious of his movements. In
this state it is in fact the unconscious that gains release through
physical expression.
And for the writerfor
myselfI perform the meditative act of seeking words for
description. I seek to draw out
strings of words that are unfamiliar to me; words fresh and unfamiliar, but recognizable as having originated in that place of
purity and honesty, the unconscious.
It is unfortunate that we fear
the unconscious. I can recall
dozens of occasions upon which
the great, obscure part of the
psyche has tried to emerge in
conversation, only to be vehemently denied entry.
Like the time when a friend
criticized someone for being
hateful, and did it in a hateful
way. Just for a moment a look

BRIAN
WACHTER

Agitabi
RELEVANCE IS RELKI1VE
flashed across his face that told
me he was aware of his hnsocris:
I tried in vain to get him to
consciously admit he had recognized his contradiction. He was
extremely resentful that I would
claim to have knowledge of him
that he himself didn’t possess.
I’m sure I’ve done it myself, but
how would I know?
Why is the unconscious often
repulsive to us? Because it is in
no way under our control. It in
fact controls us. All our great
ideas and aspirationsif honestare powerful because they
resonate within the contents of
our character.
Not our egos, the little talkers
that reflect and rationalize, but
the vast ocean upon which the
little boats floatthe unconscious, from which all psychic life
emerges.

Pherne

sign at the immigraThe
tion center proclaimed
(in English, of course):
You are entering America. No
cultural heritage allowed. You’re
American. Act like it.
Italian immigrants may not
move into Little Italy. Chinese
immigrants cannot move into
Chinatown. Jewish immigrants
may not pray with each other
and so on. You’re in America
now, you don’t need your culture. If you want it, go home.
Testing the limits of reality?
Only to prove a point. Even in
the "progressive 90s" there are
still people who think foreigners
should check their ethnic baggage at the door and be Americans. The only problem is, what
is an American?
There are American images:
Burgers and fries, Chevy pickups,
apple pie and Levi’s. In addition,
the Statue of Liberty, Mount
Rushmore and the Washington
Monument.
Guess what? Fries (as in
French) originated in Belgium.
Levi’s were made by a guy name
Levi Strauss who emigrated to
the United States. And the Statue of Liberty was a gift from
France. Where would we be
today if these immigrants left
their baggage at the gate%
America has been called a
melting pot, a place where people of all creeds, colors and religions can come to live together.
But the term "melting pot"
does not mean that a person has
to give up his or her cultural
identity to become an American.
The strength of our country is its
diversity and the richness and
unirpieness of its people.
American people and Ameri-

can culture are built largely
upon the contributions of those
who came from distant shores
and brought their ways of life
here.
Despite that, there is still a
belief that being American is to
exist without ethnicity and without any colors except red, white
and blue.
To force someone to give up
cultural beliefs and heritage is a
way of stripping away the individual’s uniqueness identity and
sense of history for the sake of
making everyone the same.
That’s not the kind of welcome
our French-born Lady Liberty
gives out in New York harbor.
As recently as 25 years ago, to
be American meant to live in a
house with a white picket fence,
have two kids, a dog and a station wagon.
Dad worked for a successful
firm, mom stayed home, son was
the star quarterback and daughter was the homecoming queen.
Or better yet, the family was the
living image of the Cleavers or
the Bradys. That was as American as apple pie and Ford.
Welcome to the ’90s. To the
Cleavers and the Bradys, add
Wong, Ito, Jimenez and Kaufmann.
To expect individuals coming
from foreign lands to drop customs and identities that go back
hundreds of years because they
set foot on our shores, is selfish
and ignorant.
Paul Revere, George Washington and Abraham Lincoln were
all Americans. Sitting Bull,
Sojourner Truth and Frederick
Douglass were too.
In fact, all six individuals
made significant contributions to

‘SJSU is more than a place to
spend a few hours a day in
class.., become part of our
campus community.’
Several key issues confront us as a student body
this year. Do we want to preserve child care for
SJSU students? Do we want to improve the General Education requirements? Should we take a
stand against outrageous textbook prices? How
do we maintain a quality education while keeping
fees affordable?
These are a few of the many issues we face. If
you take the time, you can be a part of the solution to these issues. It only requires some time
and your willingness to be involved.
Recognize SJSU for the community that it is
and assume your place in it by contributing. It
can be as simple as a letter to the newspaper, or as
involved as becorniiig an integral part of this community by serving on university committees.
SJSU is more than a place to spend a few hours
a day in class. Look beyond the chalkboard and
become part of our campus community. There is
a place for everyone. Together, we are all better
off our time invested in our community.
Blair %Plumy
Associated Students president
senior, political science

Letters to the Editor

Pardon my
accent... sir!

this nation, each in their own
unique way. Had these people
swept their identities under the
rug and been like everyone else,
they would not have felt as free
to make the contributions they
did to this country.
It is often difficult to discuss
cultural heritage without bringing color and race into the conversation. Since this country was
colonized by whites, it has naturally been assumed that’s what
being American meant.
That could be a reason why,
even in this era of cultural diversity, some people have problems
seeing that Americans come
from all ethnic backgrounds,
bringing with them all kinds of
cultural heritage.
The term cultural diversity is
meant to change perceptions.
We need to learn to appreciate
our differences and our uniqueness and understand each other.
Someone with black hair,
brown eyes and dark skin is no
less American than a person with
blond hair, blue eyes and fair
skin.
The sign at the immigration
center should proclaim (in
numerous languages, of course):
You are entering America. Bring
us your cultural heritage. Ethnicity welcome. You’re American.
Act like it.

Editor
Tradition is the basic philosophy of life. Yet, tradition in itself originates not from the rules and
regulations of the gods, but from the collective
experiences of a group that makes up a society.
Thus, from tradition, a cultural refinement is
structured per each society, through which an
individual is nurtured.
Therefore, an individual’s personality attitude, dress style, belief and/or accent is relative to
the culture in which that person is nurtured and
the geographical region of that culture.
If that individual then leaves to pursue life outside his/her culture, such individual should not
be subjected to inferior treatment and undue
mockery by members of his/her new place of
abode, simply because of the person’s look and
accent.
As an American born, foreign cultured citizen,
I am sometimes amazed at the level of intolerance
prevalent among some of my fellow American students.
Particularly, the chuckling, the grimaces and the
hidden mocking guffaws that I have had to
endure every time I speak the regular English language like everyone else.
I speak English just as well as everyone else and
even better than a lot of people who were born
and raised in this country.
Yet, every time I make efforts to talk with
and/or work with some fellow students on school
assignments or class discussions, they snicker and
snub as if I crawl out of a rotten meat just because
I look and sound different.
Let us understand that there is not one culture
that is better than the other. Those who think
their cultural values give them an excuse to disrespect and mock the differences in others, are not
only stamping themselves with a mark of ignorance but are guilty of ethnocentrism as well.
This country is made up of people from various
parts of the world and the diversity of its citizenship is the basic foundation of its strength.
People admire the "United" states of America
worldwide because it is the only multinational
society in the world; this should be a source of
pride to every American, especially since you do
not have to go across the border to learn the cultural values of other people.
Diversity has been a part of the history of this
country and those who have not yet woken up to
that reality are not fit to call themselves Americans.

Jennifer Ikula is a 11aily if
writer

Ailabogie Aikpaojie
junior, political science

Brian Wachter is a Daily staff
reporter His column appears every
other Monday.
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The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
ALPHA TAU OMEGA: Casino
night and Monday Night
Footba11,5:30-9 p.m. 355 E.
Reed St. Call Jim Tramel 2978122.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge
social, 3 p.m. SU Almaden
Rm. Call Charles Moore 2790839.
CHI Pi SIGMA: Open
House,noon to 4 p.m. 230 S.
10th St. Call 998-9113.

JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:
Mystical insights on Rosh
Hoshana, 7:30 p.m. SU
Pacheco Rm. Call Ester Riva
263-3642,

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY:
Taco Fiesta lunch, noon, at
148 S. 11th St. Call Kevin
287-8807.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Art Show, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Art Bldg. Call Marla Novo
924-4330.
SIGMA CHI: Bowling with
Delta Zeta, 8:30 p.m. 284 S.
10th St. Call Bill 971-2012.
SPARTA FENCERS: Club practice, 8 p.m. SPX Rm. 89. Call
Cathy 296-2866.

TUESDAY’
AISEC: General meeting, 6
p.m. SU Almaden Rm. Call
David 924-3453
ALPHA PHI SORORITY: Drop
by, afternoon, 210 S. 10th St.
Call Sandy 730-8297, or
House 287-5755.

BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge
social, 3 p.m. SU Almaden
Rm. Call Charles Moore 2790835

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, 1:30 p.m. SU Almaden
Rm., Interview preparation for
SU
educators,
1:30,
Umunhum Rm. Call 9246033.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY:Information,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. SU outside.
Call 924-3508.

IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDIES:
Mariachi workshop, 7-9 p.m.
Music Dept. Rm. 186. Call
293-3152.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Apple and honey for Rosh
Hoshana, SU ou’side. Call
Amos 265-7992.
Kappa
Sigma
FRATERNITY:Lunch with Chi
Omega 11:30 a.m., The dating game with Alpha Omega
Pi, 8 p.m. 148 S. 11th St.
Call Kevin 287-8807.
MOVIMIENTO ESTUDIANTIL
CHICANO DE AZTLAN: Ice
cream social, 1-3 p.m. Chicano Library Resource Center.
Call 923-3150 or page 9327596.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Lecture by Chester Arnold, 56 p.m. Art Rm. 133, Receptions, 6-8 p.m. Art Bldg.,
Shows, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Call Marla Novo 924-4330.
SJSU AIKIDO CLUB: First
meeting, all levels welcome, 3
p.m. in SPX 202. Call Rollie
D. Antonio 274-8141.
SJSU Cycling Team: First
meeting, 8 p.m. SU Pacheco
Rm. Call Mike Spitz 2951355.

SOCIAL WORK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: El Grupo Maya
Kusarnej Junan. 12-3 p.m.
SU, and 7-9 pm. Sweeney
Hall Rm. 100. Call Dr. Vlach
924-5800.

STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS
AND SISTERS: General body
meeting, 6 p.m. Royce Hall
Tutorial Area B. Call Bryan
279-0983.

STUDENT CAUFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Program
planning, noon, Sweeney
Hall Rm, 331. Call Pamela
924-3738.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY/
UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIAL
THE CATHOLIC NEWMAN
WORK STUDENT ASSOCIACOMMUNITY: Dinner and
TION: Meeting, volunteer ser-

Music, Bible study, 7 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center, 10th
St. and San Carlos. Call Fr.
Mark 298-0204.

vices, career info. 6:15 p.m.
Washington Square Hall Rm.
217. Call Liz Pezoa 2702308.
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200 Journalists at conference
leave banquet room coughing
PHILADELPHIA (AP) About 200 journalists at a conference attended by Attorney
General Janet Reno left a banquet room coughing in the
middle of dinner Saturday
night.
Security officials escorted
Reno out of the room after the
coughing fits broke out at the
National Conference of Editorial Writers dinner, although
she wasn’t afflicted. No one
sought medical attention.
Hotel officials examined air
ducts in an effort to find the
cause. Later, they moved the
journalists back into the room
so they could finish their dinner, and Reno was still sched-

uled to speak.
"We’re not sure what it was
yet," said Ed Malcolm, assistant
banquet mai lager at the Sheraton Society 11111 hotel. "We still
have our people looking into
it."
The journalists said the
coughing began in one corner
of the room shortly after the
writers had finished their salad
course. The guests quickly fled,
some with napkins covering
their mouths and others with
tears streaming down their
faces.
"Suddenly there’s coughing
breaking out in the corner,
said David Boldt, editor at The
Philadelphia Inquirer.

Lawsuit
alleges priest
infected man
with AIDS
DENVER (AP) - A man
sued a Roman Catholic priest
he claims infected hint with the
AIDS virus during 20 years of
sexual abuse. Lawyers said Tuesday’s lawsuit was the first such
case of its kind.
Thomas Perea, 36, filed the
lawsuit in Boulder County District Court against the Rev. Delbert Blong and the Diocese of
Pueblo, seeking a jury trial and
unspecified monetary damages.
Blong, 67 and retired,
referred questions to his lawyet,
Frank Horvath, who did not
return telephone messages.
The Pueblo Diocese did not
have immediate comment.
Perea, who lives Boulder,
said at a news conference that
Blong first molested him during a counseling session as an
eighth-grader at Sacred Heart
Church in Alamosa in 1971. He
said Blong abused him "regulady and repeatedly" until
about November 1992.
The sex was unprotected,
Perea said. He said Blong
admitted to him in February
that he is HIV positive; that two
of his other male partners have
died of AIDS and two others
are HIV positive. Perea said he
tested HIV-positive in March.
Perea, who is gay, believes he
was infected by the priest
because he had practiced safe
sex with other lovers, all of
whom have tested negative.
Jeffrey Anderson, one of
Perea’s attorneys, said Perea’s
lawsuit alleging sexual abuse by
a priest is the first that claims
infection with the AIDS virus.

Moviemaker
honored for
great career
\IL (AP) - Stephen
Spielberg received a Golden
Lion special career award Tues
day at the 50th Venice Film Festival, which screened his
dinosaur blockbuster "jurassi(
Park."
Spielberg’s "Jaws," "E. 1..1’
"Indiana Jones" and ot11-i
movies have churned up SI.2
billion at the box office w))il(1wide and counting, more
money than any other director.
And the American director is
only 46.
The festival’s first Golden
Lion was awarded on the
event’s eighth day. Speculatic )11
was that other career prizes ssill
go to actor Robert De Nil(
director Roman Polanski and
actress Claudia Cardinale.
Spielberg also spoke at a symposium that announced formation of an International Union
of Filmmakers. He called L
law permitting the ceding of
authors rights "the tragedy of
American film" and called fin
more protection worldwide.
At the end of his spec( It, the
American director ofkic.1
return a 1966 Golden Lion
director Gino Pontecots sill(
him in an auction to taisc
money for the cause.
Pontecorvo refused, but
hugged him as other directot s
applauded
and
cameras
flashed. "I traveled 6,000 miles,
but I’ll find a way to do it,"
Spielberg said.
The second of three Italian
films in competition, "In Prossi
ma Volta II Fuoco" (Next Time
Fire) by Fabio Carpi, premiereil
Tuesday.
The protagonist escapes
restrictive relationships with
mother and wife through an
incestuous affair with his daughter.
Carpi has won prizes for pi e%ions films "I (alit di
(:crusalemme"
(Dogs of
jet usalem) and "Barbablu.
Barbablu" (Bluebeard, Bluebeard).
Actor Harvey Keitel was
attending the festival for the
screening of "Snake Eyes" In.
Abel Ferrara, the film s press
agent announced.
Keitel, the film’s male lead,
has recently soared to fame with
a set ifs of successes including
"Reservoir Dogs," by young
independent Quentin Tarantino, and "The Piano," Cannes
winner this year by New
Zealand Jane Campion.
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5N BEER A WAYS

Has someone
inspired you?
We are looking
for People
helping
people.
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BAJA FISH TACOS

131W. SANTA CLARA ST.

1

(I BLOCKS 94E ST.04 CAMPUS)

993-8230
I

FREE DELIVERY

OW MINIMUM)

CET ROCKED!

EXPIRES 9/25/93

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN’T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY’RE IN COMMAND.
of experience.

As

Any nurse who just wants a job can

with our level

find one. But if you’re a nurs-

Army officer, you’ll command the
vou deserve. And with the added

ing student who wants to be in
command of your Own career, considc!

I,enefits only the Army can offer -a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps You’ll be treated as

,igning bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional. given your own

eeks paid vacation-you’ll be well in corn-

patients and respon,I,11 Ines comm,

I-800-USA ARMY

-

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

COME AND WATCH
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
/ AT THE SPARTAN PUB V

FREE DELIVERY!
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
7:30 PM - 10:30 PM
Order with your Spartan Card (Flex or Gold
Points) or use Cash. Call us and we’ll deliver
FRESH, HOT, HAND TOSSED PIZZA
to your Residence Hall, Class Room, or Campus Office

24--X855
PIZZA FROM THE PUB

$3.00 COFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
AND 2 FREE SUPER SODAS
GOOD FOR DELIVERY ONLY
EXPIRES 9/30/93
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924-1855
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Get smarter, read the Dag
Affordable Childcare
Preschool / Childcare for 2-3 year olds
hours 7am-opiti
meals provided
some sudsidized rates

SAN JOSE T.n
silNortli Eighth Street
Jose. (:.1 91119
(408) 288-96o7t -

NURSI’llY
,..

A

S I. Iiitvgi N%av tdaildeare Vern,’
%eel...tined 1)% the \ ati llll al ..10,4wiation Iror
the I- ths;atiart af %ming Children

-20 yttai 122;li
with a hairstyle by Sportstyles
A Professional Full Service Salon

Sportstyles
112 Paseo de San Antonio/u.s.o,
Corner of
4th and San Carlos , (ell*

(408) 292-CUTS
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A student examines Chester Arnold’s painting entitled "Scenes from a
Constructive Life" in the Ar Building last week. Arnold’s work portrays

Artist delves into darker side
By Kira

RatnianSkr
SiUrtan Daily Stall Writt+

Chester Arnold draws power
from his imagination. From the
darker side of his soul comes out
his concern he projects to large
scale cal ’vases.
There are 12 of Arnold’s

Assam
San Jose State University Fa111993

PHOTOGRAPHERS

WRITERS

,PARTAN DAILY

answers to the questions that he asks about the world. His work will be
on display in the Art Building’s Gallery 1 through September 24.

ARTISTS

Access Magazine is currently seeking student free-lance writers,
photographers and artists.
Access is a young and evolving general -interest publication, dedicated to providing
information, insight and ideas on leisure activities, career opportunities, and social
issues relevant to San Jose State University and the surrounding community.
Deadline for query letters is September 15 at noon.
Portfolio reviews will be September 20.
Writers Guidelines are available at Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 213.
For additional information call (408)924-3260.

paintings on display in the Art
Building through Sept. 24. All
portraying eerie thoughts, the
works answer Arnold’s questions
of how things might be.
How might things lw during
a great flood? What if all the
trees were cut down, leaving
only stumps? What does a man
feel when a hammer crashes
through his skull?
"It’s a showcase for my psydie," said Arnold about his
t ecent works. "It’s a stage upon
which I act my fears.
"Very seldom are they personal experiences. They’re sometimes ideas, empathies or contills that have been transformed into the painting."
Arnold’s artistic visions are
dated to growing up in Germany.
Although he has spent the
past 23 years in the United
States, remnants of Arnold’s
youth often stimulate his imagi!mum.
"I was a very city kind of person, so I can definitely identify
with those feelings," he said. "I
was always fascinated with painting. III was raised in the country, I might have become a
farmer."

When he paints, Arnold said
he feels like a child. He believes
in Figurative ways of expression
and he is not bound to theory.

’Very seldom are
they personal
experiences.
They’re sometimes
ideas ideas,
empathies or
concerns that have
been transformed
into the painting.’
Chester Arnold

"It’s work that communicates
to people of all ages," he said.
"The life of imagination is so
powerful."
Arnold is scheduled to give a
lecture concerning his works
before the opening reception
on Sept. 14.
He said he is It toking forward
to the lecture beginning at 5

p.m. in room 133 of the Art
Building.
"For artists there’s always the
unpleasant detail of commerce,"
Arittild said. "I am relieved to
11.1st .1 show at a university which
has no commercial attachements to it."
Theta Belcher who works to
bring artists to the galleries on
campus said she is pleased to
have Arnold’s works on display
at SIM J.
Students have shown interest
in his works, she said.
The Mann County-based
painter is one of the Susan Cummings Gallery’s biggest artists,
said accounts officer Julie
Gustafson.
"He has shown here for the
past four years. He has even had
two solo shows," she said.
"Kenneth Baker, the Chronicle art critic, gave him a raving
review. He is a very talented
painter."
Arnold is a visiting lecturer in
painting at Sonoma State University. lie has exhibited his
work since 1979.
Aside from Susan Cummings
Gallery, his paintings have been
displayed at the William Sawyer
GalIti v it San Francisco.

Deli offers more than just food
Salas, both long-time residents
By Million Kiswani
*cap. it, ’,pawl I kiilL
of downtown San Jose, try to
Of the top 10 wools to give their deli a neighborhood
describe San Jose. "neighbor- feel.
menu
sandwich
The
hood" wouldn’t be one of
them. The area near down- includes Italian hoagies, hot
«tined beef, Park
town and SJSU is
s I U I \\I veggies, Albacore
a
but
anything
tuna, Knapp reuben
neighborhood.
and a PHI), cheese
The area is lined
steak. The sandwichwith 15-foot fences
es are served on
displaying signs readeither wheat, rye,
ing "Beware of Dog."
sour dough or on a
"Protected by Smith
\
II \ II
roll and range from
and NiVesson," "No
Parking," and "No Trespass- $4.95 to $6.95. Traditional salads are also served.
ing."
For $6.95, patrons can get
One new restaurant, The
Park Deli and Market on 484 E. the over-stuffed "Starvin’ SparSan Call’s St., is doing its best tan" sandwich served with
turkey, corned beef, pastrami
to chat tge that image.
Owners Carl and Marianne and Swiss cheese, All sandwich-

If the’’ can put an ATM by
the Student Union, why can’t they
put pockets in these pants?

es are served with chips, potato
salad or cole slaw. The menu
also includes a variety of items
including croissants, muffins,
bagels. fresh fruit, espresso
thinks and herbal teas.
The Park Deli and Market is
also trying to improve the area
around SJSU. Marianne and
Carl Salas, along with the help
of Robert’s Book Store, Lanes
and Laundry Cafe and C 8c M
Backpacking, are organizing a
Naglee Corner Business Association to help dean up and dec.in att the corners of Tenth and
Eleventh streets along San Carlos Street.
The association’s duties
would include tree and flower
planting, along with installing
ornamental street lights.

Elvis and Jesus: black velvet art we love to hate
Itching to get your hands on some cash? Great Western
Bank has an ATM in the parking lot by the Student Unit in
It operates 24 hours a day 7days a week It accepts any Al M
card that bears a CIRRUS: STAR SYSTEM’ or PLUS’ symbol
There’s no charge when you use a Great Western Bank Al M
card at our ATMs. To get your card, simply open a check int.;
account with us. Great Western. We’ll alwa he there

GREAT WESTERN BANK
I

A

r 4.

InA .11,1.

I 1,1(

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
- .Fhe black velvet tot of truck
stops, flea markets and Tijuana
traps has made it to the
big time, a show in a serious
museum.
One might fairly ask: Why?
"I find art too elitist. There
are people who the at t world
does not bother to address. I
think that’s wrong. I think it’s
unethical and immoral," says
fruiting }heath, who organized
the show "The Art We Love to
I late: Black Velvet."
The exhibit, which features

Jesus, Elvis and John Wayne, is at
Penn State University’s Zoller
Gallet y through Sept. 19.
"This show will probably set
painting hack 100 years," says
Jim Stephenson, director of
Penn State’s schttol of visual to Is.
"I’m glad the faculty doesn’t
like it," Heath responds. "Universities are to teach diversity
and broadness of mind and
thought."
The Zoller Gallery is home to
some of Penn State’s more
unusual exhibits. Last year, a
performance artist chopped

onions in front of an electric fan
to make his audience cry. This
year’s exhibit has close to the
same effect.
hi one piece, Jesus wears sunglasses and a red, white and blue
ibbon. Across the room, John
Lennon is memorialized. "Dogs
Playing Pool" is here, but "Dogs
Ilaying Poker" is not.
On black velvet, Mona Lisa
has an in
tan. One of
the contemporary works, "The
Three Food Gonips," features
Spam, Wonder bread and
Velveeta.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE is here with
all your college needs at discount prices
The ArtCarved
Event
Ma

.Y

Ilid

Mae
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SAVE UP TO $100
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
YOUR COLLEGE RING

OUR
BIGGEST
SALE OF
THE
YEAR

GET A GIFT CERTIFICATE
FOR UP TO $10010
USE AT THE BOOKSTORE

A SAVINGS OF
UP TO $200!

A KT(Alye,.j)

GREAT COMPUTER PRODUCTS AT GREAT PRICES!
ria HIEW LJETT
PAC KAR D

CENTRIS 610 A/V
8 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD

LASERJET 4ML
PRINTER

$1783.00
APPLE AUDIO/VISUAL

( for Mac)
Apple Talk Card
1.5 meg RAM
Macintosh Fonts

$994.00

COLOR CLASSIC BUNDLE
’Fall ’93 Macintosh Promo CD set
*Monitor
*Basic KeyBoard

$1032.00

14"

display

’Built in speakers and microphone

$665.00
Monitor & Keyboard Sold Separately

CENTRIS 610/650 BUNDLE
Includes ext keyboard
OPTIONS
.4 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD

Centris 610

$1610.00

8 Meg RAM/230 Meg HD
CD ROM
With 14" Color Monitor

Centris 610 $2386. 00
LC III BUNDLE
*Basic keyboard/color monitor
4 Meg RA4/80 Meg HD

DESICIET 500 PRINTER
300dpi black inkjet technology
Plain paper printing

DUO 230 BUNDLE
4 Meg RAM/ 120 Meg HD
Mini Duo Dock
External floppy drive

his
he
HI -

He
hu
>gs
isa
of
lie
res
nd

NEWTON is now in!
Stock starting at $664

$ 1 353.0
4 Meg RAM/160 Meg HD

Come in for a demonstration.

$1476.00

POWERBOOK 145B BUNDLE
4 Megabytes RAM
80 Megabyte Hard Disk

$1383.00

Centris 650

witH

$2830.00

16" Color Monitor

Centris 610

$2860.00

Ceniris 650 $3304.00

PERSONAL LASERWRITER
’with Bundle $560.00
’Everyday low price

$615.00

Computer pricing is applicable for students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University only. Appropriate identification will be required
at time of computer purchase Computer prices are subject to change without notice Please verify prices with a salesperson We are not
responsible for typographical errors Printed on recyclable paper. Please recycle this newspaper.
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Interception ends game for SJSU
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SJSU tailback Nathan DuPree catches a pass from Garcia and gains
five yards before being downed by Stanford’s John Henton.

Stanford 31
SJSU 28
SJEU
Stainfofd

7

29
31

’4

Fran
Straw 51 pass from Stenstrom (Abrams
..:k) at 1 35
Third quarter

First quarter
Stan Armour 5 pass from Stenstrom (Abrams
luck) at 2 ’4
Sj
3a,,p(Nedney luck) at 04.
Second quarter
r

sass from Stenstrom (Abrams

fr

01%

SiReese 15 pass from Garcia (Nedney kick)
at 5 44
Fourth quarter
S.1 Mountain 2 run (Nedney kick) at 11 33.
Stan Abrams 42 FG at 757
Stan Shaw 14 pass from Stenstrom (Abrams
kick’ 31

MONIQUE SCHOENFELDSPARTAN DAILY

Quarterback Jeff Garcia gets ready to pass as two Stanford defenders
pursue hint Garcia set the school record for rushing touchdowns by a

quarterback, as he carried the ball for two touchdowns during the Spartans 31-28 loss to Stanford Saturday. Garcia also threw for 380 yards.

By Bill Drobkiersicz

two minutes and 10 seconds.
touchdown.
Mountain carried for 14 comBrian Lundy had six recepSomebody in the press box tions for 107 yards, his second bined yards and a first down.
Saturday said that the team that 100 plus yard game in two Garcia then threw a long bomb
has the ball last will will the games. Lundy gained 126 yards to Lundy fiat 42 yards. Garcia,
who rushed for 74 yards in 10.
game. Stanford heat NISI. that last week against Louisville.
The Spartan defense did not carries, capped the drive with a
day 31-28.
one-yard dive to tie the score at
The Spartans allowed a criti- provide the support for Garcia.
Stanford’s first drive gave the sewn after Nedney’s extra point.
cal interception to happen with
The rest of the half followed
only a minute left in the game. Cardinal the first points of the
this pattern Cardinal scores
The interception assured that game.
The drive started with Cardi- first, then Spartans score next.
the Cardinal offense would keep
However, Stanford ended the
the ball last. Ronnie Scott was on nal quarterback, Steve Stenthe 10-yard line when Garcia’s strom, fumbling and recovering half with a 52-yard touchdown
his own ball. The next few plays reception by David Shaw to
pass slipped through his hands.
The ball went into the arms on the drive involved two first- bring the Cardinal lead to 21-14.
The Spartan offense, coming
of Cardinal defender Vaughn down passes and a run up the
Stenstrom off a successful first half, scored
Then,
Bryant. Bryant went nowhere middle.
with the intercepted ball but pitched to Ellery Roberts for 1 the next two touchdowns when
Garcia hit Reese for a 15-yard
yard.
Stanford had possession.
The Cardinal lost 5 yards on scoring pass with 5:33 remaining
Jeff Garcia set a new record in
the loss. He scored his 13th and an illegal procedure penalty. in the third quarter. Mountain
14th rushing touchdowns of his But Stenstrom, who threw for then scored from 2 yards out
330 yards on the day, made up with 11:33 remaining in the
college career the most by
any SJSU quarterback. The earli- for the penalty with two plays, game to give the Spartans a 28er record holder, Steve Clark- covering two and 18 yards for a 21 lead.
Stenstrom then led the Cardison, made 12 touchdowns in first down. The drive, which lasted seven-atid-a-half minutes, had nal back with 10 unanswered
1979-82.
points highlighted by Shaw’s
The game also had some sur- a mixture of passes and rushes.
The drive ended with a Sten- second touchdown reception of
prises.
Nathan DuPree returned strom pass to Justin Armour for the day, a 14-yarder with 1:43 left
front his one-game suspension five yards and the first touch- in the game, giving Stanford the
and gained 103 yards in 22 down of the game. Abrams 31-28 lead.
Down by three points with
attempts. DuPree did not score kicked the ball between the
just under two minutes remainany touchdowns but his team- uprights for the point after.
SJSU, on the heels of Stan- ing, the Spartans began their
mates contributed four. Besides
Garcia, John Reese and John ford’s long drive, scored next on drive from their own 20 and
Mountain each scored one its high-speed drive that lasted eventually got to Stanford’s 37Spartan Daily Staff-Writer

United Parcel Service
Part-time job opportunities
’

hours per day. Mond.ty -Friday

* paid vacation and holidays
* profit sharing
* medical and dental benefits
* opportunities for advancement
* student loans up to 525.0(X) per year available
* and much more...
For information and to schedule an interview,
contact your campus placement office, or call
1415) 737-6495.
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

US

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL

s1/411
groot-

Golf team continues SJSU tradition
By Kyle Preston Register
SOrtart Daily Staff Wnter

FREE TICKETS FOR STUDENTS
’First 5,000 students receive free tickets’
taming (kt. 23 vs Louisiana
:sept. 16 us
Nov. 20 vs I. OP
Nor. 13 sx UNLV

’1

cal

’Pick-up ticketes during game week at event center
box office*
’Must show current SJSU ID to receive tickets.
Nlust show current SJSU ID to enter game.
*Tickets also available on game day at
east, west. south, ticket booths located
at Spartan Stadium
Enjoy

yard line on the accurate passing
of Garcia before the roof caved
in.
Garcia’s next pass was then
dropped by Reese at the 20-yard
line keeping the Spartaits out of
field goal range.
The Spartan’s next play
would be their last as concentration failed SJSU again, when a
high but catchable pass went
through the hands of Scott and
into the hands of Bryant..
For the second consecutive
week, what seemed to be a successful two-minute drive for a
winning score was once again
foiled by an unlikely interception.
On Sept. 4, a last second
Spartan drive was foiled in
Louisville when a Garcia pass
was intercepted by an out of
position linebacker.
For the second game in an
row, Garcia threw for over 300
yards. He completed 23 passes
for 380 yards against Stanford
and threw for 307 yards against
Louisville.
Middle linebacker Jim Singleton led SJSU with 13 tackles,
including a sack for a 7-yard loss.
The Spartans hope to change
their luck when they come
home on Saturday to face
Wyoming, from the WAC Conference, at 6p.m.

pre -game festivities at each game.

ALL HOME GAMES START AT 6PN1

Men’s golf has a long tradition of excellence at SJSU, and
according to Coach Dick
Schwendiger, the team this year
is going to carry on that tradition.
"They’re hard workers, dediated and all have a pretty good
background in golf. Schwendiger said.
Schwendiger started the season with 12 qualifying players
and has cut his roster down to
seven. This season’s players
include the following:
Junior Steve Woods, senior
John Dauphin, freshman Erin
Oberholser,
senior
Pomp
Braswell, senior Brian Tucker,
junior Justin Wright and freshman D.J. Powers.
’There are 16 to 24 teams
we’ll he playing against in the
qualifying rounds, Schwendiger said. ’We’ll play four tournaments this fall and nine in the
spring."
Schwendiger
cited
two

returning players and a freshman as standouts on the team.
"John Dauphin was a medalist in
Southern California and broke
course records."
"Steve Woods qualified for
the state amateurs and made it
into the quarter finals the last
two years," Schwendiger said.
"He also won a tournament that
we played in Tanaguri, Japan."
Erin Oberholser, a newcomer
on the team, is also expected to
be one of the top players this
season.
"I get all the freshman this,
freshman that stuff from the
other players," Oberholser said.
"But you just roll with it."
Oberholser, 18, who has a
United States Golf Association
listed handicap of +1.5, finds his
new home course at Silver Creek
quite different to the course he
grew up playing in Burlingame.
"The greens are a lot faster
and it’s real hot and long,"
Oberholser said. "It’s been a real
test of my physical and mental
ability."

Oberholser said di( iirospects
for the season are gm
"From my standpoint as a
golfer inspecting other golfers. I

’They’re hard
workers, dedicated
and all have a pretty
good background
in golf.’
Dick Schwendiger
SJSU

!COIF tfiEll

really think that we’ve got a
team this year," OberLiner said.
Schwendiger compared his
current roster to other teams
from the past. "I think we have a
team like the ’91-’92 season,"
Schwendiger said. "We won
three tournaments and placed
second in four that season. And

we were playing against some of
the top teams in the country"
Schwendiger also listed several SJSU alumni that have made
par in golf history here as well as
on the professional circuit.
Jerry Small, a SJSU alumnus,
won the U.S. Open Championship in 1964. Among other
alumni, Ken Venturi was an AllAmerican, as was Bob Eastwood,
Roger Mulby, Mark Wieb and
Mark Lye. Lye made the AllAmerican team in 1973, ’74 and
’75.
"We’ve had about 30 AllAmericans from San Jose State
over the year," Schwendiger
said. "Mulby and Small are now
both sportcasters for the (television) networks."
"I think our players here have
made their mark, Schwendiger
said. "We’re playing in the big
leagues."
The SJSU men’s golf team
will be playing in its first tournament this season today at the
Husky Invitational
in Seattle,
Wash.
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World Events

Seven killed in ambush Refugee rape
n
im
tc"get attsenrtiianfinallY
occupied
GazaiStrip
GAZA CITY, Occupied Gaza
In Gaza City, dozens of cheerStrip (AP) - Palestinian mili- ing Palestinians embraced
tants launched a series of attacks Israeli soldiers and bedecked
Sunday, ambushing an army their jeeps with photographs of
jeep and attacking two buses. Arafat and Palestinian flags. In
Three Palestinians and four Jericho, hundreds paraded in
Israelis, including three soldiers, cars in the marketplace, honkwere killed.
ing horns and waving pictures
The escalating violence came of Arafat.
on the eve of the signing of a
Police said a Palestinian
historic Israeli-Palestinian peace armed with a knife and
accord in Washington on Mon- grenades boarded a public bus
day. Muslim and leftist oppo- headed toward the southern
nents of the plan said the Israeli coastal city of Ashkelon,
attacks underlined their deter- which is just north of Gaza.
mination to continue armed
The driver was stabbed to
struggle against Israel.
death and two soldiers on the
Despite the violence, there bus were injured before one solwere demonstrations in support dier shot and killed the
of PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat assailant.
National
Police
and the peace accord which will spokeswoman Tami Paul-Cohen
start by giving Palestinians said the bus flipped over on its
autonomy in the Gaza Strip and side during the attack.
the West Bank city ofJericho.

Aspin says half of peacekeepers
in Bosnia would be American

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) U.S. military planners believe
that roughly 50,000 peacekeepers would be needed to implement a possible Bosnia peace
accord, and about half the
troops would be American,
Defense Secretary Les Aspin
said Sunday.
In remarks at a defense conference in Brussels, Aspin said
that no final decisions had been
made and he predicted it would
be hard to get Congress to
approve U.S. participation if the
allies didn’t contribute at least
half the force.
Aspin’s comments were the
most specific to date on the size
and makeup of a U.N.-sanc-

tioned multinational force that
might be asked to enforce an
accord in Bosnia.
Aspin at first said it was "too
sensitive" to discuss in public
when asked about planning for
implementing a possible peace
agreement that would divide
Bosnia among the Croats, Serbs
and Muslims.
Then he referred to recent
news accounts of the likely size
of a peacekeeping force. ’The
numbers that you see (in newspapers) are roughly what it’s
looking like," Aspin said.
"You’re talking about overall
numbers of around 50,000
total."

LIBOI, 1,-,:nya (AP) - Thousands of Somali women who
fled war, looting, starvation and
chaos now must recover from
rape, another horror of their
country’s turmoil.
"We have only three options:
Commit suicide, go and live far
away or become prostitutes,"
Yurub Mohammed Barre, 35,
said of herself and the other victims.
Early this year, the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees
proposed a $2 million program
to teach rape victims such
trades as sewing and soap-making so they will have some
means of support. Only half of
the money has been raised.
Palms Moumtzis, the U.N.
refugee agency spokesman in
Nairobi, said relatively little
could be done for the women,
whose predominantly Muslim
society would forever treat
them as outcasts.
Perhaps as many as one in 10
Somali women were assaulted
on the road as they fled their
country or in camps in Kenya,
refugee officials say.In the first
eight months of this year, 179
women reported being raped,
20 of them within five days in
June, Moumtzis said.
Fawzia Musse, a consultant
hired to determine the true
number of rape victims, said
most cases go unreported
because of the social stigma,
but that the total could be 10
percent of all women refugees.
Some women, like Mrs.
Barre, the only victim interviewed who gave her real name,
were raped in Somalia as dictator Mohammed Siad Barre’s
rule collapsed in January 1991.

Celebrities lead
independence
week campaign
against hunger
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(AP) - With seats priced at 2.2
pounds of rice and beans each,
audiences packed theaters Sunday in an Independence Week
arts campaign against the
chronic hunger faced by onefifth of Brazil s people.
Celebrities organized a cultural menu of plays, concerts,
children’s shows, poetry recitals
and art exhibitions united by
the theme "War on Misery."
All proceeds go to the national
anti-hunger campaign.
The fund- and consciousness-raising began Sept. 7 with
a fast by 500 artists that marked
the anniversary of 171 years of
independence from Portugal.

Bomb explodes
in Indian capital
NEW DELHI, India (AP) A powerful car bomb exploded
in front of the office of the governing Congress Party’s youth
wing today, and police said at
least eight people were killed
and 36 injured.
The survivors included a
Congress Party leader who was
crippled by a bomb planted by
Sikh terrorists last year, leading
police to suspect that guerrillas
may have been after him again.
The bomb may have been
hidden inside a car that was
flattened by the blast, police
said. Two craters, each two feet
in diameter, were dug into
Raisina Road where the car was
parked.

ELECTRONICS

ith the CSU budget
putting a crunch on
universities, SJSU
received several grants to help
smooth things over.
FEELING APPRECIATED
- Dr. Peter A.J.
Faiglert, a professor of
chemistry and director of the nuclear science facility at SJSU,
has received a Heath
Physics
Faculty
Research
Award,
sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Office of Environment,
Safety, and Health, and administered by the Science/Engineering Education Division of the
Oak Ridge Institute for Science
and Education in Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
As a participant in the program, Englert will receive up to
$50,000 for the first year of the
award in return for educational
activities and research in applying health physics to technical
areas related to the DOE mission.
...Doug Wood, Material Engineering senior, is the recipient
of the ASM International/
SAMPE Undergraduate Scholarship for 1993. The $800 scholarship is given by the local chapters of the two professional societies in recognition of academic
performance.
...The National Science
Foundation will fund a cooperative research and training project between SJSU and IBM
Almaden Research Center, the
first long-term academic/ industrial collaboration the foundation has funded here.
The foundation’s $461,000

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED SETS: Queen: S8& Re 1175.
Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
BUDOIST MEDITATION CLASSES. Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
Wednesday evenings near SJSU. mattress set: $285. Everything
Saraha Center 297-6840.
new!! 998-2337.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or call
(800) 655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENALINE 111111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefali
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)6347575.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)436,0606.
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE?
Call Sport/Entertainment line
1 9009905505 ext. 460. $2.00
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone
required. Avg call 3 min. Uzzey Ah.
Anchorage AK.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODELING. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
for details. (408)249-9737.

GREEKS
CONGRATULATIONS TO AU. PHC
sororities on a great Fall 93 Rush!
Love, Alpha Phi.

HELP WANTED

GET A REAL JOBI Vector, an
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area, combines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
Earn $245./week part-time
Retail sales/customer service
Flexible hours set around school
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 280-5195 for times to apply.
For Milpitas office, call 262-8070
or 510796-2142.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours week- BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea
ly. Great job for male or female markets, trade shows, art/craft
students. Call 408/257-7320.
shows. PT/FT available. Good
license & vehicle required. Neat
WANTED: SOMEONE TO TEACH job. Steve: 292-2433.
me Spanish. Cuban accent
preferred, not required. Call Jill at
GREEKS & CLUBS
245-4749 for details.
Raise up to $1,000. in just one
week) For your fraternity. sorority
ACTRESS FOR ROLE in "Sword & club. Plus $1.000. for yourselfl
Sorcery" adventure film. $95.00 a kid a Free T-shirt just for calling.
day. Acting experience or training
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
required. Andy 9933820.
MAPIAGER/MOR. TRAINEE. Small
WANTED READERS
TEST mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
proctors to assist disabled stu- FT/PT flexible hours. Informal
dents. Contact Disabled Student atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mario 408/294-5478.
Services: 924-6000.
MAC/WINDOWS SPECIALIST in
tech support & network mgmt.
need 2+ yrs exp providing support
to Mac/Wnaws/DOS ueers, No.ell a
+. Must be people person. Resume
2555 Park *7, Palo Alto, CA 943C6.

LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
You could be making up to
$35.000.00 your first year!
To learn how, call 3788088 for an
appointment or fax 3788089.

MATH/SCI. READER FOR HIGH
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT schcol $5./tr., Lip to 10 hrs/VAt. Pick
In the Spartan Daily Classified. Up el Mai Cien. Jean 2913(275.
For questions call 924.3277.
SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
Full Oohing. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
Excellent Benefits
111115 CHEVY SPRINT FOR SALE.
Credit Union
Runs excellent, 55 MPG, all
Medical/Dental Insurance
service records available. $1600.
Vacation Pay
sr best offer. 408/456-3541.
Referral Bonus
118 HONDA CRE: Isp, Ilik nem, Apply. Monday - Ride/ 8 am.-5 pm.
AC. AM/FM cassette, alarm, red, "Vanipased SeewIty &Mose
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
$5,000. Cell 510.7907079.
CA 95054. Near 101, at Sen
Tomas Elev. & Olcott. Equal
AVM INSURANCE
Opportunity Employer.
Campus Insurance Service
Specie) Student Programs
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn
Serving SJSU for 20 years
up to $2,000+/month + world trav’Greet Rates for Good Nvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" el (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and career emplon
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
ment available. No experience
"Good Student"
necessary. For more Information
"Family Wake’
call
1-2066340468 ext. C6041.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS P/T
Inst. for elementary schools.
Aso open Saturdays 9-2.
Degree not required. Work around
your
classes. 408-287-8025.
Iheater
102
RNA
IS YAMAHA
Niy legal, blk. lo miles, trunk, wind. EOE/AAE.
2968447.
Wield, caw. $1,400.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2.000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many provide room & board
+ other benefits. No previous train
ing required. For more information
call 1-206832-1146 ext. J6041.

ALELOIME

grant, which finances the cooperative program for a three-year
pilot period, will help bring
together undergraduate and
graduate students from SJSU,
professors from small colleges,
high school teachers
and IBM Staff for a
series of chemistry,
physics and materials
engineering research
projects.
NEW SCHOOLS/
POSITIONS
SJSU has added two
new schools to its lexicon, giving the professional
degree programs added recogniuon in their fields.
The School of Journalism
and Mass Communication and
the School of Nursing bring to
five the number of former
departments now termed
schools in keeping with academic nomenclature.
Nursing has added one faculty - and about 20 more students - to its fall roster thanks
to a $100,000 grant from the
Valley Foundation.
The grant helps the school
meet the increasing demand for
nurses by providing $50,000 for
a faculty positions and by adding
$50,000 to an already established endowment to bring visiting professors to the school.
...Lori A. Stahl was named
associate director of University
Advancement for public affairs,
a new position that will oversee
media relations, publications
and other public affairs functions for the university.
If you know of any news, or anyone making news on campus, even a
small bit, please inform us.

Phone: 924-3277
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
indniidual in the heath fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right.
we will give you a chance. Salaries.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-8004364365 Ext. P3310.

/KNEW
2 BORM SPARTA:Kr 11750/M0.
Security type building
Secure parking
Close in
Modern building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893.
7110 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bdrm. /1 bath - $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean.
roomy di remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample perking. Call 288-9157

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan
at 295-5256.
1 BDRM: $575. STUDIO: $525.
dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
1 week free! HMS 997-7100 x335.

WANT...

THE PRICE YOU
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED!
Large studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
just minutes from SJSUI
Call Timbenvood As.
578-6800.
$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL. INCL.
Hitch/laundry pin. Share bath. Tel.
see. No smoking. Intl heath env.
Capitol Expy./Hellyer park. Hill loc.
Phone Jim 2269938, Iv. msg.
2 Eft 111A. nem SJSU/kpm TWA
Pvt. parking, laundry, $685./mo.
Call (510)829.6348 for appt.
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 ba.. 900-1.000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking.
Security gates. Game room.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 947.0803.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
B.A. and 15 years experience. Now
accepting students wishing to

excell at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jazz FUSIOn,
Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
are welcome. Bill: 408/298-6124.
SO% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
4088788500
Has Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exciusNely
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
Advisory Faculty!
Services include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
48S. 7th Street, Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe Or disposable.
335 S. Bay.vood Ave. San Jose.
247-7408.

DON’T BE EMBARRASSED.Buy
your condoms thru the mail, Catdental. Major brands at discounted
prices. Friendly employees. Shipped
in plain packages. Concierge
Services: 1-800-920-SAFE or
MEN AND WOMEN - BARE IT MU 510713700. Be safe not sorry.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
Tummy etc. Students & faculty No minimum GPA. No financial
receive 15% discount. First appt. need. Send for Free info today!
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15. Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, Pleasanton, CA 94566.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell . (408) 379-35CO.
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
No GPA or need qualificatons
Versatile, expert staff.
Money back guarantee
hit:matron & application:
ESL students a specialty.
800777-7901.
JW Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
San Jose, CA 951530450
Live counselor, M.A., local college
403-629-8886.
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I PEED MORE 994 FOR COLLEGE?
Write or call
don’t have the answer to your
question, I’ll get it and caii
For Scholarship and Grant Info
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
College Educational
Financial Aid Consultancy
951/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2.8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
P.O. Box 3017
of net
profits
support
local
Stanford, CA 94309
noitecude
programs. College Career
(415)361-0432.
Information Services.

SERVICES FINANCIAL

DON’T PAY 1711
Dent pay $70.- $100. for a scholarship search. Get $ scarces NOW!
Call Scholar -Dollar$ today!!
1-9039684:023 at 703 $2. min. 5
mn. Mat 18 cr older. TT phone rect. &
save even more, order our book
"Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5,95 to Scholar-Dollar$, P.O.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
30 day M/8 Guarantee. Allow 4-6
vbs. Strauss Ent. 408-625.1910.

FAX: 924-3282
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA.
APA and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
V. 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 11 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/489.9794.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / theses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.

DO YOU want a computer search
done to find scholarships for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867. Millbrae. AFFORDABLE Si EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
CA 94030. (4151692-4847.
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
MONEY FOR COLLEGE III Group Projects. Resumes, Letters,
Money IS waiting for you right now Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
from Private Scholarships, Grants HP Laser II. All formats, specializing
and Fellowships. No Financial in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Need and No GPA minimum grammatical editing. Free disc
required. For FREE literature pack- storage. NI work guaranteed! Worry
age. CALL NOW! 408-993-7208. free, dependable. and prompt
Access/control #2081993.
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Cali
US MONEY FOR COLLEGE SU PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
We can match you scholarsnips. Save Addition. 10% Per Reilierall
grants for only $59. No GPA or
need requirements. For info: PROFESSIONAL Word ProceseIng.
Atkinson Scholarship Services. Theses. term papers, group
408/2258332. 445 Beth. SI, 95111. projects. resumes. letters, etc
All formats. especially APA
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available
Almaden / Branham area.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers. Call Linda 1408) 264-4504.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 ror full
service word processing: edit for I HATE TO TYPE!
vocabulary, grammar, sentence It this got your attention, give yourstructure, punctuation: format self a break. Let me do it for you!
(APA, Turabian, MLA): table/graph Pick up and delivery $1.00.
preparation; custom postscript Resumes, term papers & theses.
laser printing. (Also edit disks) APA format. $2.00 per double
Resume/cover letter preparation. spaced page /5.00 minimum, Cali
Internadonsi Students Welcome! Juke 9988354,
Willow Glen area. 7:30arn-8:30on

WORD PROCESSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hors.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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After the WM ley, not. Inereesee by 111 per dey.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold tor $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.
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SJSU students, schools and
professors are rewarded

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clean for products or
services acherdsed below not le MAC POWERBOOK 1404/40 for
there sny guarantee WOW& The sale. Other Mac/DOS units refurclaselded column of the Spartan bished with warranty. Surplus nen
Daly omelet of paid advertising tcry.Call Target: 408/241-3639,
end oflerings me not approved or
verified by the nemeses,.

Monday, September 13. 1993

Ad:FOSS

Dre Stale

Zip rods

Phone

Send check or money order to
Spartan Dolly Classifieds
San Jens State University,
San Jose, CA., 1111112.01411
classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hat,

Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication i All ads are prepaid
MI Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads
CALL (406) 9564277
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Announcements
Automotive
Electronics
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Services Financial
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
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SPARTAN DAILY
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Monday. September 13. 993

BRAVO PAGERS

You don’t have to hate us to
write a letter to the editor.
Do it rob’.

Unlimited Calling
No Hidden
Us?Coals
$1.19WhY
Good Prices Groat Service

TOUCH TEL PAGING
3011Maxpork,
S.J. (st WInchssis() (40111 243-1000

FREE TUMON!!!
That’s tight! You can have free
tuition and books for the rest
of your college career. Also
receive $100 per month.

mak
le -t

ro-

eIIILIK.

MC.

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).
CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

PINNACLE PRODUCTION
Features

President Clinton anj ;,-e President Gore listen to a member ot the
audience as he e
111As the NOVA program on Friday in Sun!) \ vale.

them ua,
\\
The Fogram tetl.nitstlipi.tt et.
NOVA was pratcd by Clinton and Gore tor being cost enective.
4,51.4, all.’

1993 Asian
Spokes Model
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Despite the rushed nature of
the visit, Clinton found time for
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the fact it gets federal money,"
Clinton said with a laugh.
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